PS Care Instructions

How to Care for Your RADglow Scarf
Thank you for your RADglow purchase.
We are excited to bring you an original LED wearable technology, made exclusively for
RADglow.
The Bubble Lights are on a FRAGILE and flexible LED strip. While they are decently rugged,
any kinking, excessive bending, or rough movements could cause the LED strip to fail. If the
LED strip breaks, we’ll exchange it for only the cost of the strip.

How It Works
To Turn the LEDs On and Off: Plug the USB cord into the battery.
To Recharge the Battery Pack: Using the white micro-USB cord, connect the battery to any
USB power source.
The mini USB cable is shrink-wrapped to the board, and should NEVER be removed.

Buttons on the Board
The LED control board has 2 control buttons on it. Here’s how they work.
Change Brightness: The button closest to the USB cord changes the brightness. Press it to
scroll through 4 brightness settings.
Change Patterns: The button closest to the bubbles will change the patterns. Press it to scroll
through 10 different patterns.

Battery Life
The battery life will depend on the brightness and patterns you use. On the brightest setting
with all the LEDs on, it will last 4 hours. By lowering the brightness and using a pattern where
some of the LEDs are off, (e.g., the white pattern or the color chasing pattern) the battery can
last over 24 hours.
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Fur Care Instructions
The Party Scarf is washable. It’s been constructed so you can remove the sensitive electronic
components inside, via the pocket at the end. Just slide the battery and LED strip (including the
attached controller) out, and the scarf is safe to wash.
●

Avoid getting the fur wet. You may wear the party scarf outside safely. But avoid heavy
rain or mud puddles.

●

Spill something on your scarf? Wipe the spot with a damp towel and dish soap. Let dry,
then fluff up.

●

Dish soap is very good at removing stains! Allow the fur to lather, then wipe off with a
damp towel. Always use cold water.

●

If your scarf is too dirty for spot cleaning, wash the party scarf in the washer. Use the
DELICATE cycle with COLD water only. Remember to remove the LED strip and battery
pack first!

●

Use the normal amount of laundry soap. Add ONLY 1 (one) oz of bleach white.

●

After washing or spot cleaning, hang your party scarf on a line to dry for a day or until
completely dry inside and out.

●

Never put your scarf in the dryer, or use a hair dryer on it! The air pressure will melt
the tips of the fur and stick them together. Just hang it up to dry.

●

After your Party Scarf dries, brush the top layer of the fur lightly upwards (in the direction
of the fur’s grain) and store in a clean dry place.

How to Assemble the Party Scarf
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Slide the LED strip into the fur.
Slide the battery pack into the pocket at the end.
Turn on the LEDs by plugging the USB cord into the battery pack.
Snap the 2 buttons closed on the end of the fur, to keep the electronics inside.
Ready to go!

If you have problems with your scarf or LED strips, please email Andrea@RADglow.com or call
925.272.9289. Enjoy your Party Scarf!
-The RADGlow Team
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